The linear space £(£,F) of all continuous linear maps of the Banach space E into a Banach space F is the completion olE'®F (all continuous linear maps with finite dimensional range) for a Hausdorff locally convex topology /. The topology / is the supremum of the strong operator topology [2, p. 475] and the topology of uniform convergence on the unit ball of E, F having the a(F,F') topology. The notation is patterned after [4] . In this context the result is stated in the following way.
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THEOREM.
£ t (E,F)=E'® t F.
The topology t is not a tensor product topology in the sense of Grothendieck [3, p. 88] .
In reference [l] we treat the general question of the approximation of a class H of operators by the operators E' ® F. The class H is taken to be the linear operators, the continuous operators, the completely continuous operators, the weakly compact operators, or the compact operators. Topologies are given on a larger space G of linear operators such that H is a subspace which is either the closure or the completion of E f ®F. The above theorem is one example. In this case it is possible to give the following proof without reference to the more general approach used in [l] .
PROOF. The space L{E,F) of all linear maps of E into F is the completion of E'® F for the strong operator topology. Now consider E' ® F as a collection of operators that map the Banach space F' into the Banach space E'. The space L(7 7/ ,E / ) of all linear maps of F' into E' is again the completion of E'®Flor the strong operator topology. These statements are true because a Cauchy net for the strong operator topology always converges to a linear operator (F and E' are both complete); and, every linear operator is the limit of such a Cauchy net because for every finite dimensional subspace of the normed space E and of the space F' with the <r(F',F) topology there is a continuous projection onto the subspace. 
(E, F) as linear forms on E® F' and observe that £(£, F) =L(E, F)nL(F', E'). This is because £(E, F) is all members of L(E, F)
which have adjoints defined on F', i.e. all linear maps which are weakly continuous and thus continuous [5, p. 199] . Thus the injective image of £(E,F) is all linear forms whose restrictions to members of 0fciW0fc 2 are <r(E®F', E f ®F) continuous. Direct computation will verify that a linear form which has continuous restrictions on -4i£(li and A2SO2 has a continuous restriction on ^4i+^4 2 , because of the compactness of Ai. It is also true that A l+A2 is closed and contains the convex hull of i4iU^4 2 . This tells us that all linear forms from the injection of £(E,F) are precisely a linear forms whose restrictions to the closed balanced convex hulls of members of ftiUC^ are <r(E®F' t E f ®F) continuous. A final application of Grothendieck's completion theorem results in the injection of £(E,F) being the completion of E'®F for the topology of uniform convergence on members of Ö1UÖ2. We reverse the injection to obtain the desired result for the linear space £(E,F) of continuous linear operators. The topology of uniform convergence on members of &iW0t 2 becomes the supremum of the strong operator topology and the topology of uniform convergence on the unit ball of E with F having the cr (F,F' ) topology. The latter topology was the strong operator topology on L(F',E') before we went over to the linear forms.
